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INTRODUCTICK

ft» walization of relatively accurate determinations of the BiaaMa

of atoms has been accomplished by the use of tl» niasa spectrograph. The

aasa spectrograph development dates as far back as 1897 when Thonson (?)

perforaed his now classical experiment to deterrdjie the charge to mass

ratio of the electron. Later, In 1910, ThtHnson modified his apparatuB

to neasure the charge to mass ratio of a sin^y charged atom. The first

element analysed vias neon of average atomic wsi^t 20,2 \diich v&a shown

to consist of tvro isotopes of atomic mass numbers 20 and 22. Since then

aany modifications in design have been made so that the modero spectrograph

is now an instrument of precision.

There are four major fields of application for which the mass spectro-

graph is now used. These fields employ the mass spectrograph or a m»#t

spectrometer^ for accurate isotope mass determination, for analysis of

chemical mixtures by Identification of isotopic masses, to determlae

relative abundances of different isotopes, and to separate isotopes of a

given element in quantity.

Spectrographs designed for accurate isotope mass determinations empha-

size high resolving powsr, with the consequent reduction of large quantity

separation. On the other hand, spectirographs used for quantity separation

relax the hl^ resolving power. When used for analysis, both high resolving

power and capability for large quantity aejaration are de-emjAiasized in the

interests of sinplieity and versatility.

The Baas spectrometer differs from the mass spectrograph only in the
collection and detection of the isotopes. The mass spectrograph uses a
photographic plate detector ^ile the spectrometer employs sone sensiUve
electrical means for detection.



The construction of the spectrograph, designed hy Lewis and Hayden (2),

was carried out hy More (3). The spectrograph was constructed as a tool

for isotope analysis mainly in the rare-earth region, and as a small quantity

•eparator of radioactive nateriala. These requirements deaanded an Instxu-

inent somewhat betxjeen that of an analytical and a precision type spectro-

graph.

The purpose of the research reported here was to develop the basis

instrument into an operating tool capable of application to the fields for

\itiich. it i«as initially designed,

THEORI OP THE MASS SPECTROGRAIH

The basic principle tmderlylng the operaticm of a mass spectrograph

is the action of a magnetic field on a moving charged particle,

A parUcle of mass M, velocity v and charge e, when projected into a

uniform magnetic field of strength B, describes a circular trajectory of

radius R, according to the well-toown formula;

R " 10

By a simple manipulation this forsnla reduces toj

(1)

R-Va^xlO^ #2)
Be * '

»•*•, E, equal to -^fv^, is the kinetic energy of the partld*.

th» aass spectrograph employs an electrostatic field to give a group

of ions an energy E. When this ion beam is directed into a unifom magnetic

field the ions of different masses describe circular arcs of different radii

of curvature, and thus may be separated from each other.
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To expreaa the radii of curvature in terms of measurable quantities,

the kinetic energy E niay be replaced by the vork done en the ion by the

accelerating potential, Vj

E = ^2 Ve X lo''' (3)

Equations 2. and 3. then jrleld the following ironDula;

U)
p-V2MVxlo9

BVe

Making use of the relation;

M.-f (5)

vhere A is the atomic weight and N is Avogadrc>'s number. equations A» and

5. yield the following fonaulaj

(6)""^^
Substituting the known constantsj

H s 6.025x10^^

• 5 1. 602x10"^^ coulombs

into equation 6, we obtain;

R = I.>t395xl0^ VaV
B

(7)

In these equations, massos are in grams, idistances in centlineters.

charge in coulombs, laagnetic field In gausses. and potential in practical

volts.



DESIGN AND COrJSTEUCTION

Th« High Voltage Power Supply

The output of the hl^ voltage power supply aecelearates icms produo«d

in the roass spectrograph to high energies, A continuously variaWLe potential

of from 5 to 10 kilovolts vas required, and a high order of stability of

this potential VBiB deisanded to lainiiaisse line broadening.

A radio-frequency type of power supply was selected because of the

voltage range desired, the greater ease in filtering, and because of the

lighter and sn»ller components required. The cRitput voltage was varlabl*

tram 5 to 9.5 kv. positive, and determined the available output current,

the allowed range of which is shown in Flate X.

The ciretilt diagram for the power supply is shown in Plate n. Vl3

and V14, form, with coil LI, a tuned-plate oscillator operating in the region

of 175 kc. The high voltage from the secondary of 10. is rectified by V15

and then filtei«d by a dual-section resistance-capacitance filter. Ripple

content of the output voltage was of the order of 0.0001 pere«at \*ien the

filter cocjponents and all wiring carrying high voltage d.o, were carefully

shielded from the field of LI. Omission of this shielding resulted in

ripple content as high as 5 percent,

Adjustaient of the output voltage was obtained by varying the output of

Vl3 and 714. Therefore the usual procedure of obtaining power for the

filament of VI 5 from coil LI would result in dependence of the temperalaire

of this filament upon output voltage. Since this procedure would shorten

the life of the tube, and possibly degrade its operating characteristics, a

separate oscillator was constructed to supply the recommended 0.25 watts of



EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

Graph of output current ^rsus output voltage for the high voltagt

power supply.
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povKT to the filament of VI 5. This oscillator, conprisod of Vl6 and L3,

Is a tuned-plate circuit operating in the region of 275 kc. Since recocEiended

operating paraB»ters for tubes are given at frequencies of 60 cycles or

lower, the filament voltage of V15 could not be used to ascertain whether

or not the tube was operating at its correct filament temperature. To obtain

proper operation of V15, the filament of a 1B3GT was heated from a conventional

filanent transfoimor having the reooBBnended 1,25 volt secondazy. Optical

comparison vas then nade betweon the filaments of this tube and Vl5, and link

L3q vaa adjusted so that both tubes wer* operating at the same filament

tsaperature.

The bleeder resistors, H13-17, in the output circuit serve three purposes.

First, they discharge the filter capacitors vAien the supply is turned off.

Secondly they form, with Ml, a voltmeter, calibrated hy R15, lAiich measures

ttie output voltage. The third function of the bleeder resistors is to supply

a control voltage to the regulating circuit, and to allow the output voltag*

to be varied over a wide 3?ange by adjus^aasnt of Rl6,

BBgulation of the output voltage was obtaiMd by controlling the screen

VDltags of the main oscillator tubes, V13 and Til, This method has been

applied by Reilley, et. al,, (5), and by Walker (8) with considerable success.

A small portion of the output voltage is aampled from toe bleeder and ampli-

fied by a difference aaplifler comprised of V7 and V8, It is amplified

fuarther 1^ TLO, a d.c. anqsllfier, and applied to the grid of the series

regulator tube, V12, ^ich controls the screen voltage of the wn^Tl oscillator

tubes. These two cascaded d.c. Pjaplifiors have a total gain of approximately

30,000, The low voltage supply to the regulating circuit is stabilized by

V2 and V5, thereby reducing output voltage fluctuations due to output current
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and line voltage variations. TFj© regulating circuits deseriTsed above are

conventional and are discussed thoroaghly by Seely (6), p. 113, 309.

To obtain proper operation of the regulating circuits the following

experimentally obtained voltages vere nalntalned: Voltage at "C, set brjr

HI, vas 250 volts. Screen voltage of VIO vas adjusted by R3 to 1(X) volts,

and R2 was set to give a reading of BU volts at the grid of YLO \ih&n the

plate voltage of 78 was 150 volts.

Measurement of the regulation of output voltage indicated variations

of 0,05 percent resulting frtrai 0,1 mllliarapere changes in load current. The

current supplied to the spectrograph was of the order of one microampere,

which was either outside or barely inside the allowed jrange of currents

shovm in FLate I, Precision resistors, exteinjal to tl© power axqppiy, were

therefore placed across the output to provide an additional load of 0.4. to

0,6 aillianrperes and thus insure operation within the allowed current range.

these resistors had very saall voltage and temperature coefficients, and

presented a stable load to the power supply. Therefore, variations in the

current to the spectrograph between and 2 nicroamperes caused the output

voltage to change less than 0,001 percent \A.en the external load was

connected.

The high voltage output of the supply was constant to within 1 0,05

percent as line voltage varied frran 90 to 130 volts. To obtain this low

vaidation the regulating action of the power supply \«is enhanced ty use of

a Raytheon voltage stabilizer betwsen the 115 volt line and the input to the

high voltage power supply. The output voltage of the stabilizer was main-

tained at 115 volts l0,5 percent for line voltages between 90 and 130 volte.

Variation of the output voltage with tl»e was first measured with no

forced cooling of the power supply components. The drift, tabulated in Table 1,
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Table 1. Variation of output voltage with time for the high voltage poiier
supply.*

Without forced cooling
t

t

J

With forced cooling

fiae Variation from initial Tim Variation from initial
(nin,

)

voltage (percent) (rain.) voltage (porecnt)

K).000 +0.000
15 +1.750 15 -0,100
30 +1.715 30 -0.290
45 +1.510 A5 -0.303
60 +1.357 60 -0.329
75 +1.093 75 -0.293
90 K).947 90 -0,390

105 -0.068 105 -0.546
ISO -0.186 120 -0,594-
135 -0.250 135 -0.606
150 -0.385 150 -0.6-^

V ^ ^^* ^^ nieasured using a Leeds and Northrup type K2 potentiometer
liavlng sir place accuracy. The potential loeasured vas of the oi^er of onevolt, and v&a obtained from a resistivB voltage divider placed across th«output of the high voltage nowr supply. The voltage divider was composedor precision resistors, and was cooled hy forced air to reduce the
possibility of thermal drift In the measuring circuit. No variations
exceeding those given above yere dl)ssrved over the allowed voltage and
current ranges.
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was considerably more than could be tolerated. A ccaislderable reduction

In drift was obtained by cooling all transfoiTBers and tubes, aa wall as

the components in the regulating circuits, by means of forced air blowBrs,

The drift characteristics obtained under these conditions are indicated In

Table 1. After a three hour wanmip, drift over a five minute period vas

of the order of 1 0.005 percent. The variation was + 0,02 percent for

30 minutes, and two hours of operation resulted in a total drift of only +

0.04. percent, Ihese values could be latproved if precision resistors were

used exclusively In all regulating circuits.

Initial tests conducted on the high voltage power supply Indicated

that the presence of corona discharges seriously affected the regulation,

often causing variations as large as 80 percent In the output voltage.

Considerable attention was therefore given to corona preventative devices

and techniques during cwistruction. Plate III illustrates the laethods used

In the high voltage section of the power supply. This section was shielded

from the reminder of the supply and was divided into two con^sartanents by

an aluminum shield. The lower ocfflpartment contained U and part of V15,

which had potentials of radio-frequency applied to them. The upper conpart-

raent contained the components which carried only direct current, viiich

Included the filter and bleeder networks, 10. and VI5 wore sprayed with

Krylon acrylic plastic, i^iich is waterproof and has a high dielectric

constant. All junction points in both compartments used machined brass

teradnals or connectors having rounded comers and edges. After final

assembly each solder Joint was painted with anti-corona lacquer, and th»

junction points were sprayed with Krylon,

Junction points external to the high voltage power supply were treated

with anU-eorona lacquer, and then covered either ly polyethelyne tubing or



EXPLANATION OF PUTE HI

The hi0i voltag* section of the high voltage power supply.

n
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everal wrapped layers of Scotch electrical tape. Both the tubing and tape

were Judged to be equally effectiviB, and choice betvjewi the two was a

aatter of convenience,

Upon application of the above methods, no corona discharges wet*

observed at potentials up to 15 kr,

The Vacuum Tube Bridge and the Eraission-4tegulating
Circuit for the Icmizatlon Gaxige

The vacuum tube bridge serves the duel function of uieasuring ion bean

current and vacuum. Ion beam current was obtained from the nlchrcane disk

of the positive ion accelerator assembly described by Lewis and Hayden (2)

and More (3), The vacuum In the spectrograph was lasasured by lasans of a

type m-lA ionization gauge, manufactured by Distillation Products, Inc.,

and aecurai-y over a wide range of pressures was insured by regulation of

the grid current of the ionization gauge by the endsslon-regulatlng

circuit.

The vacuum tube bridge, the circuit diagram of vblch is shown in

Plate IV, Is similar to that employed by Lewis and Hayden (2) and More (3).

T7 and V8 form a difference aiipllfler circuit. With the grid of V8 at

ground potential, accomplished by positioning S2 to SET, the null adjust

potentiometer, KL7, was adjusted so as to ae«> M2. The current to be

asasared was then allowed to flow through one of the four different grid

resistors, RI2-I5, ^Mch were available through S2 and detersdned the fall

scale current sensitivity of the bridge. The non-zero grid potent5.al of

V8 then necessitated readjustment of R17 to zero M2. The difference between

the two settings of R17, indicated by a dial reading from 0-100, was pro-

portional to the current being measured. Calibration of the dial was obtained
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by direct laQasureTnents of currents supplied to the grid resistors, and is

shown in Plate . The cttrrent value from the calibration curve, vhen

irrultiplled "by the scale factor deteiroined by the getting of 32, gave th«

value of the curreht being rasasured. the cunrent range of the bridge,

determined by the available grid resistor values, was 0,05 to 1000 micro-

amperes. The ability of the bridge to sMMtsore currenta down to 0,05 laicro-

amperes enabled pressures as low as 4 x 10^^ microns to be maasured with th»

VG-IA ionlaation gauge.

In order to obtaiji proper operation of the bridge, the static character^

istlcs of V7 and 78 nnjst be closely matched. This condition is insured if,

wl-Hi the grid of V8 at ground potential, the setting of KL7 for null is

vdthtn five percent or less of its electrical midpoint.

The emlssion-regiaatlng circuit is essentially that described by Nelson

and Wing (4.), This circuit, ty controlling the filament temperature and

holding the emission constant, naintained the grid current of the VG-IA at

a constant five mHliamperes. "Rw diagram of the regulating circuit la

shown In Hate IV. 75 and 76 are gas-filled tetrodes having hi^ grid

sensitivity. The grid current of the icnlzatlon gauge flowing through R24

and R25 produce a voltage drop opposite to the potential across the voltage

regulator tube, 72, The resultant potential is applied as a bias voltage

to the grids of the fas tetrodes, controlling the firing point of thesa

tubes Bxa the impedance of T4^ Thereby, ti« voltage applied to the ioni-

zation gauge filanent transformer, T3, 1« controlled so as to provide constant

•adaaion. In order to utilize the fall control range of -tiie gas tetrodes,

a phase shifting clixjuit superimposes on the d.e, bias of the grids an

alternating volt^e which lags the plate voltage by about 90 dagzvea. Wfasn

Si is in the "beam current" or "outgas" position the gas tetrodes are biased



EXPLANATim CF PLATE V

Calibration curve of the Taeuum tube bridge.
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ecjmpletely off. The Ionization gauge filaaiant then runs too cold to emit,

bat hot enough to preTent excessive contaEiination which might produce a

burst of gas vhen the filament is reheated,

the Magnet Cuirent Regulator

The circuit described by Levis and Haj^en (2) and constructed by

More (3) was tested to obtain regulation vd.th changing load resistance and

drift chaiseteristics. For output cttrrents up to 370 ndlliaiaperes, less

than 0.01 percent variations in output current occurred for loed resistances

fjroni 70 to 900 ohms. Output current increased vdth decreasing load w-
istance. When the output current was in the 370-^^70 millianipere range,

regulation characteristics were identical, but the load resistances we»

restricted to Values betueen 4D0 and 800 ohms. Drift characteristics aw

indicated in Table 2, After a three hour warmp Xlm, drift ovor a fiv»

Bdnute period was of the order of 1 0,008 percent. The variation vas 1

0.03 percent for 30 ninutes. These values are about four times those ob-

tained by Lewis and Hayden (2). Forced cooling and the use of precisioa

resistors la all regulating oirctilts should reduce these figures "bf a factor

of five to ten.
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Table 2. Variation of output current with time for the magnet current

regulator^*

Tto* t Variation frcan initial
(min,

)

» cuirent (percent)

0.000
15 0.092
30 0.124
IS 0,U7
60 0.16^;

75 0.179
90 0.192

105 0.202
120 0.ZI8
135 0,233
150 0.242

'^rift \ms neagured using a Leeds and Northrup type K2 potentiometer
having six place accuracy. The potential measured was of the order of one
volt, and was obtnlned from a portion of the resistor in the regulator from
which the control voltage is obtained.

The Detector

Plates VII and VIII show photograi*is of the film holder. Three films

or plates may be loaded in the holder. When mourted can the spectrograpfe,

each film, or plate, is exposed separately. Therefore, exposures may bs

made under three different sets of operating parameters. Also, provision

was made for operation of the spectrograph with all three films or plates

shielded from exposure to the ion beaau

Tte films or plates were mounted cai three sides of a section of square

brass, and were held in place by clanqjs hinged at the bottom of the film

mount and secured by a thumbscraw at the top. The film mount was fastened

to a brass shaft vdiich passed through its center. It its upper end the

shaft was fastened to a brass ring, which bears against the plate at the

upper end of the holder and supports the mount-shaft assembly. The shaft



EXPLANATION OP PLATE VII

The assembled detector.





SXPLANATIOK OF PLATS VIII

Kxploded view of the detector.
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passes throu^ a brass tube at the botto:n of the holder, A vacuum seal

was provided by two O-rlngs positioned between the shaft and the tube, Th»

four spokes on the handle, at the bottom of the shaft, servtt to indicate

the position of the film mount. Proper positioning of each film or plate

with respect to the ion beam was insured by an indexing arrangenent, obtained

by insertion of a pin into holes drilled into the shaft just above the handle,

this type of detector offers considerable advantage over the conventional

type \4iieh accomodates only one film or plate. Not only can three ecxposures

be taken without disturbing the vacuum ^stem, but also the operating para-

meters may be adjusted without having resultant transient effects recorded

on the films or plates,

EXPERIMENTAL TBCHNKJJSS

Anparation of the Ion Source

Positive ions were obtained for analysis in the mass spectrograph by

thermal emission frcm a heated filament. The ion source holder has been

described hy More (3) and consisted of a tungsten filament, 0,005 inch by

0.030 inch in cross section and 7A6 inch long, and the necessary holder

for support and electrical connection.

Prior to deposition of the sample on the filament, the tungsten fila-

nent and adjoining surfaces of the holder were cleaned In a dilute solution

of nitric and hydrochloric acid which was warmed slightly. Fifty oilllgraaMi

of each element to be analyzed were Vamn dissolved in bne milliliter of

dilute nitric acid. Ten microliters of this solution were then pipetted

with a small calibrated microplpette onto the filament, and evaporated to
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drynsas with an Infra-red lainp. No difficully was encountered In obtaining

adhesion of the sa'nple to the tungsten filaaent. This method follows closely

that used ty Lewis and Hayden (2),

ilignment of the Icq Beam

Careful alignment of the ion beam was necessary to obtain uttocimum

transmission of ions through the instrunient and to prevent scattering of

ions. Under optiiaom conditions the ion beam would pass axially through the

brass tube ;^ich connects the ion source and accelerator to the nagnet.

More (3) provided for alignment "by mounting the ion accelerator assembly on

a square brass plate vdiich wafl connected to th© brass tube by a Sylphon

bellows. Brass screws, mounted in each of the four comers of "Uie square

brass plate, allow for alignraent adjustraents.

Initial efforts to measure the degree of adjustment with the photographic

detector mounted on the oaraera failed. Exposure due to the ion beam was

undetectable, indicating that the majority of the ions reaching the detector

had been scattered prior to reaching the caraera. Therefore, to obtain an

indication of optimum alignraent, the photogra^iic detector was mounted ap-

proximately one inch from the edge of the pole gap nearest the caiiwra. Tfas

developed image thus obtained was due to the non-focused ion beam, and was

of the same shape and size as the pole gap of the focusing magnet. Variations

In intensity and definition of this imge were then recorded for a range of

adjttstnents of the ion accelerator assembly, centered upon an approximted

optimum obtained b7 micrometer and caliper masureraents. Adjustaent was then

made to obtain maxlEMm intensity of the image near the magnet, Indicating

MctnuH direct transmission of the ion beam, and to obtain maxinum definition

at the edges of this image, indicating negHgible scattering of the Ion beam.
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I^MB completion of these adjustments, the line structure due to the discrete

masses present in the source was then observed vdth the photographic detector

mounted on the camera, which vat in the focal plane of the instruiaent, J\irther

adjustcients were then made to obtain greater line intensity, anaaller line

width, and less background caused by scattering.

During the course of adjustment non-syHimetrical curvature of the lines

observed at the caniera was found to occur. The ion accelerator and all

accessable interior surfaces of the spectrograph were thoroughly cleaned

to removs any material* which isi^t act as dielectrics and give rise to

nwi-uniforra electrostatic fields ^en ions striking these surfaces were not

Immediately adiaitted Into the conducting walls. This treatment remo-rod the

offending effect of curvature, and the mass •poctruui obtained was coiapoeed

of straight lines as observed by Lewis and Hayden (2) and previous investigators.

The Photographic Detector

EastEian spectroscopic safety film, lype BA'K (^ort wave radiation),

was used as the photographic detector. The major portion of the gelatin ^^'

is removed from this film producing a sensitive detector for the deep

tatra-violet, but also making the film extremely susceptible to abrasion. A

high degree of care was exercised in handling of the film and In no case was

any object allowed to tcweh the emulsion. The film was developed from two

to four minutes in Kodak Developer D-19, BxiMJsures of three to six minute*

at ion beam currents of one to two microamperes produced well-defined images

with good contrast.
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EXPERBIENTAL RESULTS

A mixture of lanthanum, prasaodymium and neodyTaium, each containing

less than one percent impurities, was analyzed using the previously des-

cril»d techniques. An accelerating potential of 8 kv, and a mftgnetic fie3d

of approximately 10,000 gauss wsre used vdth ion beam currents of 0,5 to 2

icroajnperes to obtain the spectra shovn in Plate IX. Two exposures were

taken on the film shovn in Fig, 1 at slightly different magnetic fields. A

single field exposure, shown in Hg, 2, served to indicate the general

structure of the naM spectrum,

To enable bus assignments to be made to the indiyldiial lines, tfai

hearlly exposed broad line was interpreted as a doublet caused by the oxides

of La and Pr. Hayden (l) has found that the ionization efficiencies of La

and Pr are the hi^est of the rare earths, thereby indicating that the most

Intense lines should be assigned to the oxides of these two elements. The

ionization efficiency, obtained by Hayden (l), and the relative abundances

of the isotopes of Kd indicated that the intensities of the Nd lines should

be of the order of one-fiftieth of the intensities of the La and Pr lines.

As the main purpose of the research reported here was to complete the

construction of the spectrograph and its canponents, no detailed analysis

of the mass spectra obtained was attejapted. However, the spectra do indicate

proper operation of the components described in this thesis and, in particular,

the resolutictti obtained verifies the predicted high degree of stability of

the power supolies.

The spectra obtained offer a reasonable interpretation of ion, mass,

and isotope assignments for some of the lines. The oxides of the tliree test

elements are assigned as shown in Hate IX; however, the assignmants are not



EIPLANATIC»I OF PLATE H

lh« nasa spectrum of a misctur* of lanthanum, praseodymlxm, and neo-

dTmium,

fig, 1. Two eacposuroa taken at alightly different nagnetie flelda.

Fig, 2, A single exposure indicating the structure of the Biass spectra*.
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<tefinite. The lines at mass numbers 102 and 104- wre accounted for by-

assuming that doubly Icaiized atoms v»re forn»d, although previous results

obtained by Hayden (l) Indicated no doubly charjJied ions. The lines at 125,

129, and 146 indicate the presence of impurities, thou^ the high purity of

the saj!5)les would tend to dioallow this. However, the samples had been in

stock for soiae years and the possibility exists that they nay have becoias

contaminated. Also, the filament itself could produce ions containing tungsten

vhieh would be recorded.

Only one interpretation of the obtained spectra is given here. Final

alignment of the ion beam should reduce the line width and resolve the structure

more fully. Individual spectra of the La, Pr, and Nd samples, as well as of

the filament alone, should then permit valid Interpretation of the present

results.
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A mass spectrograph ia an instrument vAilch is capable of separating

Isotopes according to their nasses. The operation depends an the fact that

a moving charged particle has a circular path in a magnetic field ^&ers

the radius of curvature, for singly charged ions, is given by;

R • 1.4.395x102 AV
B

Here, A is the atomic v«elght of the particle, V is the potential in volts

through \ihLch. the particle is accelerated prior to entry into the laagnetic

field, and B is the magnetic field in gauss, ,

It was the purpose of the present thesis to develop a previously

constructed spectrograph into an operating tool capable of isotope analysis

mainly in the rare earth region and small quantity separation of radio-

active materials. For this stuSy a high voltage power supply was constructed

to provide the ion accelerating potential, an emission regulating circuit

for the ionization gauge and vacuum tube bridge vas constructed to provids

for measinreraent of high vacitum and ion beam current, a detector vas con-

structed \ihich permitted more efficient utilization of the spectrograph, and

finally, regulation and drift characteristics of the previously constructed

magnet current regulator \«r8 measured to insure stable operation of tha

instrument.

The major problem encountered in this construction uas that of the high

Toltage power supply. It had to be well rogtilated for changes in load and

In line voltages. High voltage was obtained fron a radio-frequency oscillator

and a step-up coil. For regulation a simple feedback system vas used which

sampled a portion of the high voltage and corrected any changes In the output

voltage by control of the screen potential of the radio-frequency oscillator

through proper amplifying circuits. Caution had to be exercised in preventing



corona discharges and other losses due to high voltags. The final result

was a regulated supply furnishing froia 5 to 9.5 kilovolts vdth a hi^ degree

of stability.

The vacuum tube bridge was capable of sieasuring currents in the range

of 0,05 to 10(X) inici^Damperes and, when used with a VG-IA ionization gauge,

enabled pressures as low as 4. x 10~^ microns to be measured. The mdssion

regulating circuit, by Maintaining the grid current of the ionization gauge

at a constant valxje, allo\red vacuum laeasureirents to be made with a high order

of accuracy and stability.

The detector was constructed to accc^odate three photographic filns or

plates and provided for separate exposure of each to the ion beam, thereby

allowing exposures to be raade under three different sets of operating para-

meters \rf.thout disturbing the vacuum system. Also, provision was made for

operation of the spectrograph with all i^xree films or plates shielded fr<»

the ion beam, thus allo\d.ng ad,1ustj3«nt of the operating parameters without

having resultant transient effects recorded on the films or plates.

The samples were handled in the form of niti-ates in a dilute nitric

acid solution, lAich wsre deposited on a tungsten filament, from v*iich ions

were obtained by -Uiemal emission. Upon analysis of a test sample of

lanthanum, praseodymium and neodymium, spectral lines were obtained but

sufficient exposures were not made to enable the lines to be given definite

assignments.

%,. s^'--^


